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Customer
Story

for humidity controlled long term storage

Name : Chris Farr
Type of race car:
Peugeot 306 GTI-6

We had the pleasure of chatting with
Chris about his love for racing and his
new Turatello F20 enclosed trailer. He
started going to races when he was 13
and he has been racing himself since he
was 18.
Chris is a structural engineer and
chartered building engineer based in the
East Midlands. He describes a time
when there were silencers on racing cars
and growing up to be a bit of a
daredevil. For instance, he loves deep
sea diving and hill climbing. But he
doesn’t do roller coasters and
parachutes so he is not a daredevil all
the way!
With a recent move to a new house,
Chris needed a place to keep his
Peugeot 306 GTI-6 nice and clean.
Fortunately for him, his wife, Jackie is
great with spreadsheets (she’s a Project
Manager!) and she also has a love for
cars (he’s a lucky guy!).

Customer Details

Preferred Enclosed
Trailer: Turatello F20
the Turatello F20 seemed expensive at first, when
“ Although
we looked at the features and benefits, it was not expensive
for the value it provided.
”
She conducted some research into
enclosed car trailers, focusing on key
features which they needed such as
insulation, internal / external dimensions
and weight capacity. Chris notes:
“Although the TuratelloF20 seemed
expensive at first, when we looked at the
features and benefits, it was not
expensive for the value it provided”.

He explained that he was particularly
impressed with the build quality from
Turatello trailers in comparison to
everything else on the market. And the
big bonus is he saved over £5,000
compared to if he had built a new garage
for his car!

Timeless Italian design with an innovative
chassis for a more stable towing experience.

Here are some benefits of the Turatello
solution that Chris highlighted:
>> CONTINUED BELOW

Turatello F20 Advantages
INSULATION

 Insulated panels so your car won't rust, humidity and temperature controlled
environment, just like a garage.
ACCESSABILITY

 Spacious “belly-lockers” so you don’t need a tyre rack, it’s great for towing
because it keeps the centre of gravity low down
 Large side openings on Turatello enclosed trailers makes it easy to load and
shelter on a rainy day at the races
INNOVATION

 Solar charging so that the battery never goes flat

Chris got the opportunity to chat to other Turatello owners to allow him
to make an unbiased assessment of the trailers. He is very pleased with
his new trailer that now stores his 1,000-kg race car, keeping it nice and
clean.
Congratulations to Chris on his new premium enclosed trailer purchase
from Turatello Trailers UK!
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